
We will be recruited 
as spies this half 
term! We will be 
solving mysteries, 
investigating maps 

and exploring 
London.

In English we will be:

•Reading A Bear Called Paddington by 

Michael Bond.

•Sequencing the main events in the 

story.

•Drawing inferences about the 

characters thoughts, feelings and 

actions.

•Using dictionaries to check the meaning 

of words that we have read.

•Using a range of subordinating 

conjunctions e.g. because, if, although

within and at the start of sentences.

•Use the determiner a/an.

•Select, generate and effectively use 

adverbs.

•Generate and select from vocabulary 

banks.

•Group related materials into 

paragraphs.

•Writing our Paddington Bear adventure 

set in London.

•Reading and performing playscripts.

•Recognising the difference between 

past and present tense.

Spies
Year 3

Ash Class

•Interpreting data from bar charts 

and tables.

•Using column addition and 

column subtraction with up to three 

digits to solve calculations.

•Reading Roman numerals from 1 -12

•Looking at the patterns for 

counting in multiples 

and recognising the links between 

repeated addition and multiplication.

•Learning to recall 3x and 4x 

table facts.

•Using multiplication facts to 

recall division facts.

•Solving multiplication and 

division word problems but explaining 

the known multiplication facts.

•Multiplying larger numbers e.g. 17 x 

3 by partitioning the 2 digit number.

•Telling the time and finding it to 

the nearest minute.

•Reading and writing time in 

analogue and digital format.

•Making models of and describing 

the properties of 3D shapes.

Due to COVID-19, for Maths and English, we will be revising Year 2 skills to ensure they are securely embedded before progressing onto the Year 3 skills listed 
below.  For the foundation subjects, we have ensured any Year 2 skills that have not yet been taught are linked and explicitly taught  into our themes to ensure 

coverage and progression.

In Maths we will be:



We will be recruited 
as spies this half 
term! We will be 
solving mysteries, 
investigating maps 

and exploring 
London.

In English we will be: 

• Reading A Bear Called Paddington 

by Michael Bond.

•Using evidence to justify our 

inferences around characters 

thoughts, feelings and actions.

•Identifying and explaining the 

meaning of key vocabulary within the 

context of the text.

•Identifying and generating fronted 

adverbials for when e.g. During the 

evening…

•Commas to mark clauses in 

complex sentences.

•Use inverted commas and other 

punctuation to indicate speech.

•Linking ideas across paragraphs 

using fronted adverbials.

•Using noun phrases and character 

descriptions within our own 

Paddington Bear adventure set in 

London.

•Reading and performing playscripts.

•Describing the purpose of the 

features of a playscript.

•Using present tense within 

playscript.

•Performing and evaluating 

playscripts to an audience.

Spies
Year 4

Ash Class

• Practising counting in multiples of 6 and 

9 and learning to recall 6x and 

9x multiplication facts.

•Finding the inverse of multiplication facts 

to solve division questions.

•Using written methods for multiplication 

of 2digit numbers, e.g. 13 x 6 and 42 x 9.

•Selecting and using multiplication and 

division facts to solve word problems.

•Solving problems involving multiplying 

and adding, including using the 

distributive lase to multiply two-digit 

numbers by one digit and division.

•Reading and writing time in analogue 

and digital format.

•Solving comparison, sum and difference 

problems using information presented in 

bar charts, pictograms and timetables.

•Converting time between 12 hour and 24 

hour clocks and using roman numerals to 

tell the time.

•Recalling facts about time, e.g. hours in 

days, months in years, minutes in hours, 

and finding equivalent times.

•Making models of and describing the 

properties of 3D shapes.

Due to COVID-19, for Maths and English, we will be revising Year 3 skills to ensure they are securely embedded before progressing onto the Year 4 skills listed 
below. For the foundation subjects, we have ensured any Year 3 skills that have not yet been taught are linked and explicitly taught into our themes to ensure 

coverage and progression.

In Maths we will be:



Geography:

Pupils will be finding and naming counties and cities of the 

United Kingdom. This will involve map reading skills and a 

particular focus on London.

Science:

Pupils will be learning about sound by looking at how they are 

made and how sound travels.  We will also be investigating 

different patterns in pitch and volume of sounds that can be 

produced.

Computing:

Pupils will be practising their basic computing skills, learning 

to log onto laptops, accessing websites, understanding the 

importance of keeping passwords secret and also practising 

typing skills.

DT:

Pupils will be learning about healthy diets, the importance of 

healthy lifestyles and why exercise is important.  We will be 

creating our own healthy meal plans and exercise routines as 

part of our spy training!

P.E

Pupils will be learning how to read maps and 

complete orienteering tasks and also setting 

ourselves some fitness challenges and learning 

to track our improvements.

PE will continue to take place on Tuesday and 

Wednesday afternoons. Please send an 

appropriate outdoor PE kit with warm tracksuit 

bottoms and outdoor trainers.

RE

Pupils will be thinking about Moses and the 

Spies that he sent out.  Our learning about 

Christmas will also support our English learning 

about Playscripts.

French:

Pupils will be learning vocabulary for numbers, 

days of the week and months of the year. 

Music:

Pupils will be investigating different groups of 

instruments and looking at how to review music 

using key vocabulary.

PSHE:

The children will be thinking about keeping 

healthy and personal hygiene.

Lead Subjects


